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THE dissatisfaction felt with the Prelude has
at last found expression where it most
fittingly should, in the columns of the Prelude
itself. The criticism is frank and open, and as
such we welcome it gladly. But is it altogether
just ?
No one is more keenly alive to the fact that the
Prelude is not all that can be desired than are its
Editors. But granted that the Prelude is " un-
interesting," "girlish," and "narrow," where does
the fault lie? Is it due to "lack of freedom of
the press " as has been charged? Most assuredly
not. Our press is free. Its editors are practically
under no restraint other than their own earnest
desire to make the paper what,as a body of students,
we wish it to be, the true exponent of all that is
brightest, noblest, and best in our Wellesley hfe.
In fact, the Prelude, instead of being hindered by
our Faculty, owes much of its success to their help
and interest. Cut out of the paper all that has
been contributed by different members of the
Faculty, and what will you put in its place ? Stu-
dent work? But all the student work that is
received is printed, and even now, much must be
solicited both from Faculty and Students in order
to keep the paper full.
But perhaps it is thought that the Editors them-
selves stand in the way of the freedom of the press-
There seems to be a general impression that the
editorial waste-baskets are over-flowing with bright,
witty articles that have been discarded as " too
light," while the paper is perishing for lack of them.
It is a mistake. The waste-baskets are practically
empty. Only the smallest number of articles has
been rejected at all, and those, not because they
were " too light," or because they breathed a " spirit
of fun, and youth, and jolly good-fellowship," but
because they seemed to us to violate this very spirit
of "jolly good-fellowship" which we desire so
much. Are we too careful in this matter? We all
enjoy laughing with people, but does any Wellesley
girl wish the Prelude to laugh at people ? We all
appreciate the value and help of criticism, but shall
we print criticism that is not at least expressed in
a dignified and kindly manner?
Moreover, if an article does not appear the week
after it is contributed, that is no sign that it has
been rejected. Just because we do not wish one
number to be entirely light and the next entirely
heavy, but wish, as has been said, " a college paper
in which the serious but interesting articles are
offset by the witty and ainusing ones," it frequently
becomes necessary to delay an article several
weeks.
Since, then, the Prelude not only needs, but as
we have tried to show you, earnestly wishes for
bright, cheery articles, and since our life here is not
uninteresting but undoubtedly furnishes material
for such articles, it only remains for every Wellesley
girl to determine that she will be one of the chan-
nels through which this brightness is to flow into
the Prelude. In this way only can we issue a
paper which will indeed reflect every side and
phase of Wellesley life. £d.
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HENRY FOWLE DURANT.
In memory of our Founder, whose birthday has
come round once more, a few of those whose privi-
lege it was to know him personally have consented
to give some glimpses of his personality to the
present Wellesley World.
I wish I could bring before the students of to-
day a picture of the Founder of our College, as it
lies in my mind, in the very first days, before order
had been evolved out of chaos : when furniture was
piled at the center, and fresh loads kept coming,
and workmen were busy in various places, and there
was much hurrying to and fro ; for college was to
open in ten days, and there were oh, so many last
things to be done !
This is what I see. A slight, well-knit figure of
medium height in a suit of grey, with a grey felt
hat, the brim slightly turned down, beneath which
one could see the beautiful grey hair slightly curling
at the ends ; the fine, clear-cut features, the pierc-
ing, dark eyes, the mouth that could smile or be
stern as occasion might demand. I never liked
Mr. Durant in any other dress half so well ; it
suited him completely. He seemed to have the
working-power of half-a-dozen ordinary persons
and everything received his attention.
He took the greatest pride and delight in making
things as beautiful as possible, and those of us who
were here in the beginning can remember the beau-
tiful table appointments : the fine, white ware ; the
pitchers and soup tureens with the College mono-
gram ; the lovely fruit-dishes of which two or three
only are left ; the bread-plates still remain, relics of
the past. I helped Mr. Durant unpack them—as
this is a paper of reminiscences, I may be pardoned
the use of the first personal pronoun.—I remarked
that they were very heavy. Mr. Durant, who
always had an answer ready, instantly replied, " we
e.xpect to have a very muscular set of young ladies."
The lack of care and nicety in the use of the
beautiful things he had provided was a sore trial.
I have often wished every student might realize the
love, the thought, the many prayers that were
lavished on that first building
;
perhaps they would
be more appreciative and more careful of what
ought to be regarded as a precious legacy.
His thoughtfulness of whatever would give pleas-
ure or promote health was marked. He said to
me, " I want a gymnastic teacher who will fill the
girls with a perfect enthusiasm about their health."
He provided grace-hoops, and targets for archery.
When the snow covered the ice and spoiled the
skating, he sent on men and mules to clear it off.
The first Lawn-tennis set the college owned he sent
for to England ; they were not to be had in this
country then.
Sometime in the first year he imported from
London six beautiful swans for the lake. The dis-
tinguished strangers did not thrive ; first, the leader,
the most beautiful of all, died ; then another and
another till only three were left ; these poor, dis-
contented exiles were one day found on their way
across the meadow towards the farm-house. What
plans they had in their minds, if swans have minds,
no one might know ; they were taken back to the
lake, and soon all were dead.
Early in our life here, when all were new to the
place, he told the household of the various pleasant
walks in the vicinity and where it was safe and advis-
able to go. We are so well-established now, that it is
hard to reahze there was ever a time when all was new
and when our communityofmore than three hundred,
suddenly set down in the town, had to consider its
movements with a good deal of care.
Our first boat, the Evangeline, was purchased for
a special occasion :—a visit from the poet, Long-
fellow. .Mr. Durant exerted himself to the utmost
to have the day pass pleasantly for all. As our
boats increased in number, he delighted in going
out, now with one crew, now with another : then,
as now, the time just before sunset was the favorite
boating hour, and we had a pleasant fashion of
coming together in the middle of the lake and
singing, each crew its own song ; I think we did
this chiefly because Mr. Durant enjoyed it so much,
and proud and happy was the crew that had the
honor of rowing him.
His quickness at repartee is remembered
by all who knew him. Someone happened
to use in his hearing the phrase " strong-
minded woman ; " he exclaimed, " I hate strong-
minded women ! " " But, Mr. Durant, you don't
like weak-minded women, do you ? " "I never saw
one." .\ gentlemen to whom he was showing the
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college remarked, "this is a magnificent monument."
Instantly came the reply, " I am not in the monu-
ment business."
Truly, he was not ; his motto for himself and for
the College was " Christ first in everything." This
explains his wish to have no picture or bust of
himself about the building ; a wish that we cannot
help regretting, while we admire the feeling that
prompted it. The library was his peculiar care, he
gave to it a large part of his private collection :
books choice and beautifully bound ; he was fas-
tidious about the appearance of books as well as
their contents. The portraits and autographs that
are now in the library were procured by him, and
he hung most of them with his own hands. Great
was his delight when a box arrived from England,
and as many as possible were summoned to watch
the unpacking. I can recall the air of pride and
pleasure with which he would draw out one rare
volume after another and display them to our
admiring gaze. Nothing was too trifling for his
care. When the crocuses and snow-drops blossom
let them serine as a message from Mr. Durant, for
he had them planted ; and when you are invited
early in the year, to go to the office and enter all
your appointments in the Students' Register, it may
interest you to know that this too was his device ; we
could hardly dispense with it now. He used frequently
to conduct evening prayers ; his favorite hymn was
" Abide with me ; " his voice in reading was
especially melodious, and his prayers were wonder-
ful.
It was a pleasant sight to see him surrounded by
a group of girls. He aimed to know personally as
many as possible. He wished to give them the
largest and best opportunities. Silent time and
the course in Bible study were two features of our
life in which he was especially interested and, some
of us still keep among our valued possessions his
utterances on both these subjects. It had long
been his desire to found a school where young wo-
men of hmited means could have the best advan-
tages. As the purpose grew and took shape he
decided to devote to it not only his time and
fortune, but also the fine estate which we call our
college grounds, and which he bought with the in-
tention of making it his own home. How many
plans he had for us and how for-reaching they were
we may never know
; but of this we may assure
ourselves, that we can never surpass his ideal : " Not
the impossible, but the best possible."
Z. F. Clarke.
The request of the man whose love, with wisdom
and efficient energy, founded our Wellesley College,
that no portrait of himself be set before the eyes of
those who throng these halls, was obeyed regretfully
through the earlier years of his absence.
In the first experience of missing his face and
voice from our daily life, we longed for pictures
which might preserve our memory of him in clearer
lines and teach to the coming inheritors of his
beneficence the appearance of his person. But as
our advancing years reach one after another of his
timeless birthdays, from the high outlook to which
his ideal invites us we can view the life of our
Henry Fowle Durant more justly, in its broad and
clear influence, because we have not limited our
thought by dwelling upon his transient embodiment.
No canvass could present a picture adequate to
make known the appearance of a person whose
Spirit was so energetic and commanding that it
held his body as a great artist holds the instrument
through which he bodies forth his vision of life.
What other man has comprehended in such vivid
truth and ministering sympathy the intense experi-
ences of eager, enterprising, all-hoping youth, while
his clear logic and prophetic imagination anticipated
the results of the developing designs. No one who
has conversed with him upon the great themes of
life can forget how his thoughts shone forth to meet
our eyes. Youth's iridescent colors illumined his
face and sparkled in the fire of his eyes, while
already his snow white hair completed, like a beam-
ing light of perfected wisdom, the coloring of the
years still in the prime of his manhood.
The inspiration which is our richest inheritance
from him breaths from his strong faith in God's
ideal of womanhood. His insight discovered the
best possibilities in each one of the multitude of
girls in his circle of friends and held each timid
talent in practical reahty by his sympathy. Cour-
age to attempt and to achieve that which would
have remained above our sight and aspiration was
awakened by his chivalrous fellowship in every-day
doings. Was it in vain that he provided the beau-
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tiful, costly Wedgewood pitchers for our daily
handling? His belief that the loyalty to beauty in
a lady-woman's heart must render the service of
her hands careful and refined, was in this gift
offered to us in tangible reality. We may destroy
many of the beautiful designs entrusted to our care,
permitting our service to be hurried by the crowd-
ing forward impulse, but his belief must uphold our
determination against the beauty-destroying spirit.
The white figures of artistic grace and delicacy
outlined in the college blue of immortal and un-
limited hope were marred by our hasting, careless
hands : he added to his faith, patience. .-X few of
those perishing pitchers are preserved unbroken in
homes where the reality of the ideal which the ex-
quisite pottery symbolizes, is being conceived and
manifested by lady-women from the girl circles
whom his patience conducted to the hope beyond
experience. Against the discouragement from our
ftiilures which would end the effort to hold our
daily doings in forms of the Elternal (jrace and
Truth his influence is unceasing. His immortal
hope towards fulfilling the Heavenly possibilities
quickens in our hearts to-day the strong longing
that presses toward attainment.
Amu- E- Moivan.
Before I came to Wellesley, a friend said to me :
" Mr. Durant seems to me the most truly great
man I have ever known.,'
Looking back upon his character as it impressed
itself upon the college-life, I feel inclined to echo
that estimate of it. For he possessed not only those
more obvious elements of greatness which all the
world recognizes, but also those more delicate and
subtle qualities which lend radiance and perfection
to the sterner traits.
There is something lacking in a greatness which
is too great to give attention to details ; too great
for loving observation of " the meanest flower that
blows ; " too great for patient sympathy with the
humblest of (rod's children.
That true greatness which embraces the smallest
things was beautifully illustrated in the life of him
whom we delight to honor at this time, and at all
times. The secret seems to lie in the fact that his
great intellectual power, his intense moral earnest-
ness, and all the activities of his busy life were
warmed and hallowed and beautified by two in-
fluences, his religious fervor and his poetic imagina-
tion.
We marvel at the largeness of his far-reaching
plans, at the generosity which gave all, even life
itself; but not less do we marvel at the personal
interest and sympathy which followed every indi-
vidual student and friend, and at that exquisite
taste which would have even the common things
for daily use beautifiil. Perfect taste is the very
flower of a perfect character.
Without attempting to analyze farther the secret
of his I'ower, there is one other quality which
especially impressed me, and that is his simplicity,
a quality as rare as it is indispensable to a noble
character.
In speaking of Mr. Durant, I am conscious of a
double embarrassment ; for those who never knew
him may feel that I say too much, while those who
did know him will feel that I say too little.
The following words recently spoken by Canon
Westcott over the late Bishop Lightfoot, seem to me
equally applicable to Wellesley's sainted Founder :
" I must hold that the life on which we look is a
true whole. I cannot speak of it as incomplete.
It is true that we confidently looked for fresh
treasures of scholarship, for more proofs of just and
vigorous administration, for more counsels of calm
and sober judgement in seasons of perplexity ; but
all these would only have been further illustrations
of the nature which we knew already. The type
was fixed and recognized and welcomed, and a
noble character is more than noble works. It is
an inexhaustible source of life, like itself."
A. C. Chapi]i.
A MODERN WASHINGTON.
Once upon a time, not very long ago, there lived
a maiden. She was not a " little maid from school,"
nor was she a society belle, but for all that she was
winsome and fair. Her sunny brown hair had a
glimmer of golden red in it. Her soft, dark eyes
had a merry twinkle. In short, she was sweetness
enlivened by sparkle, or mirth toned down by
tenderness, and the combination was a success in
the eyes, at least, of those who had an opportunit}-
of observing it.
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The life of our heroine, however, was not one of
unalloyed pleasure, or rather it was one of pleasure
too unalloyed to be pleasurable, for this unfortunate
little maid lived in a College town and was the
daughter of a College Professor. In a College
town, moreover, where lectures were attended and
class-rooms filled by girls as well as by men ; the
daughter of a Professor
.
who was loved by his
pupils, revered by his associates and honored by
all who knew him for his mental grasp and his
scholarly attainments. Not an unfortunate little
maid at all ! you say ? Ah, but you do not know
the- whole, for the Professor was a man with a
theory. Most men are, especially Professors, but
most men have not the excellent opportunity that
our Professor had for putting their theories into
practice. This is his theory in his very own words :
" No ! women were never intended by their
Creator to stand upon the same plane with men.
Their plane may be higher, I am not a judge of
that, but it is not the same. The mind of woman
is not capable of development a? is the mind of
man. Her intellect is small. Yes, gentlemen, I
say it again, her intellect is small."
Georgine, his only daughter, was a subject ready
to hand ; upon her he could practice his pet ideas
as to woman's bringing up, and upon her he did
practice, until Georgine, if she had not loved her
father, would have broken out in open rebellion,
but she loved her father and she submitted.
She was not taught to read until she was ten
years old. She had taught herself long before that
time from alphabet blocks and her Mother Goose,
but the Professor never found it out. She did not
read History. " Women should know nothing of
History. It is too wicked for them. Their gentle
natures should come in contact only with what is
pure and lovely," said the Professor. He brought
her books : Ruskin's Pearls for Young Ladies.
Miss Edgeworth's Moral Tales. Selections from
Chaucer, Spencer, Tennyson. " She shall read
about life and about love," said the Professor, "and
she shall know the beautiful and the true, but
facts—what has a woman to do with facts or
with theories ! " Poor Georgine had a great deal
to do with theories, had she but known it.
Professor White was at the head of the Depart-
ment of Political and Economic Science at
University. His lecture room was always well
filled and there was a goodly sprinkling of frills
and furbelows among the regulation Prince Albert
coats in his audiences, but their presence the Pro-
fessor ignored. He would hold the door open for
girls to pass out and he would bow most politely
to each one of them, but as for calling upon one
to recite, that was unheard of " Preposterous 1 "
said the Professor, " I could not ask a girl to recite
upon the 'Wages Fund' or'Ricardo's Law of Rent.' "
So he never did.
" Papa, dear," said Georgine one day, " why do
you not invite me to hear your lectures?"
She was sitting upon a white fur rug before a
blazing wood fire in the library ; her wide sleeves,
of some soft blue stuff, fell away from her dimpled
arms and she rested her cheek softly upon her
palm and looked up at the straight, severe figure
in the great leather arm-chair.
(reorgine always wore soft, flowing robes in the
evening. In the morning she went about the
house in a trim, dark gown and a dainty white
apron, with a jingling bunch of keys at her belt
and her house-keeping expression on, but when
her morning duties were over the apron was doffed
and the artistic gown was donned and the neat
" Haus Madchen " became a picture.
Georgine could not help being graceful and
pretty as she sat upon the hearth-rug and smiled
up at her father, and she could not help being a
wee bit coaxing as she asked her unexpected
question.
" Why,my daughter,I am astonished ! " said the
Professor.
" But, papa, dear, you know the other girls do,
and they know a very great deal ; while I—I know
simply nothing."
"Georgine," remarked the Professor, as severely
as he could under the circumstances.—It was quite
contrary to his theory to be severe with women,
and besides, Georgine was his own motherless
daughter—" My child,' you know much that they
do not know. You can order a house, and bake a
—a dinner," (the Professor was not proficient in
the language of the kitchen so he hastened to reach
more familiar topics.) " You can sing and dance
and play skillfully upon the piano. Moreover, my
daughter, the ' other girls ' of whom you speak do
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not know a great deal. They cannot know a great
deal about Economics. They are but women."
As Georgine showed signs of dissatisfaction the
Professor cast about in his memory for an illustration
by which he could make clear to the feminine
mind the exact situation. It was the 22nd of
February. The Freshmen, up at the College, had
been delivering some eloquent speeches upon the
Father of their Country, when Professor White left
his lecture-room, and the scene flashed back into
his mind. A sudden inspiration came to him.
" There is a fable, Georgine," he went on after a
minutes pause, " of a man—a boy, I mean—who
was presented, by his father, with a httle hatchet.
The boy, delighted with his possession, tried it
upon everything with which he came in contact.
He hacked at fences and posts," (here the Pro-
fessor was drawing upon his imagination,) " but
finally, with the same pernicious, httle hatchet, he
cut down a favorite cherry tree which grew within
the garden domain of his father. The father re-
appeared upon the scene. ' George,' "
"Oh, was the little boy's name George? " mur-
mured Georgine.
" Yes," said the Professor, and he resumed his
tale. " ' Who cut down my cherry-tree ? ' demanded
the irate parent. ' I,' replied the son, ' Father, I
cannot tell a lie, I did it with my little hatchet.'
Now Georgine, it is just so with woman's mind.
She is, perhaps, given a httle intellect by her
Creator. She is not like a man who can do great
things with his intellectual power as he can do
great things with an axe," (the professor was still
mindful of his illustration,) " but she is Hke a child
who hacks and hews and finally does some harm
greater than she can repair. No, Georgine, I
prefer that you stay where you belong, in the house,
and that you use your limited mind in the way your
Creator intended ; in making your surroundings
beautiful and yourself attractive."
The professor paused and Georgine sighed a
little sigh, but she said no more, she only thought.
Several hours later the library was silent and
deserted. The dying embers of the fire sent
flickering gleams of light up into the dusky corners,
revealing books in their cases lining the walls,
books upon tables, books on the floor ; but shadows
soon swallowed up the beams of light and made
the room darker than ever. Just as the last charred
log broke and fell in two pieces with a Httle ac-
companying flurry of sparks, the door opened and
a white figure glided in ; it came through the shad-
ows, into the flickering firelight. It was Georgine.
She walked resolutely up to the study table and
turned on the electric light.
" Georgine White, here is an opportunity," she
said to herself. " Now let us see whether you have
a limited mind," then in more a humble tone.
" Dear papa, he is as learned as a—a—" she
paused for a simile but the simile would not come.
'' As a Professor of Economies ought to be, and I
never could know anything, compared to him—but
those other girls ! " She compressed her lips in a
resolute manner, drew a straight-backed, leather
chair up to the table, and solemnly sat down.
There was a book lying open on the table. It was
Walker's Political Economy, and it was open at
the chapter on the Origin of Capital. Georgine
took it up and read :
" Imagine a tribe dwelling along shore, subsisting
upon fish caught from the rocks which jut out
into the sea. Sumnier and winter, good seasons
and bad, they derive from this source a scanty and
precarious subsistence."
" Poor things," said Georgine,
'i I should think
they would grow tired of nothing but fish," and she
read on. It was an entertaining little tale of an
enterprising fisherman. An epitome of advancing
civilization, of barter and of commerce. It awa-
kened new thoughts in the girl's mind. New
questions, which were partially answered as she
read, only to bring others to take their place.
Suddenly the French clock on the mantle chimed
two. A little shiver ran over Georgine—" oh, what
would papa say? How very very naughty I am ! "
and she sprang to her feet, drew her soft India
silk wrapper about her shoulders, turned out the
light and departed, her trailing gown causing a
gentle rustle behind her, which, in connection with
certain prickings of conscience, made her little in-
clined to loiter on the way.
Georgine was almost afraid to meet her father's
glance the next morning. She felt that he must
know, but he greeted her as usual with a kiss and
" good morrow, little maid a happy day to you."
So, in spite of a slight feeling of wickedness, she
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was reassured and not as unhappy as she should
have been under the circumstances.
All that day she longed to go to the library, to
dip once more into the fascinating pages, but her
duties and her practicing occupied the morning.
The watchful eyes of Mrs. Simmons, the house-
keeper, was upon her also. IVIrs. Simmons thought
she looked pale and tired. " My dear. Miss
Georgie, you must take a nap after luncheon," was
the verdict of the wise old lady, and Georgine
submitted with a good grace.
Professor White delivered no lectures in the
afternoon, but he wrote and studied at home from
four o'clock until midnight when he retired—the
Professor was very methodical, by the way.
—
Georgine was free of the library while he was there
;
free to go in and out and to read her own books
which were together in a httle, separate book-
case. This book-case was surveyed occasionally
by the Professor and new books were added, but
such new books ! " They are all alike," Georgine
would say rebelliously, after she had eagerly turned
their pages.
Today, our maiden was obliged to exercise the
virtue of patience to an unusual degree even for
her, but night finally came. Then, at one o'clock
precisely,the white figure glided again into the som-
ber silent chamber. Again the electric light flooded
the room with brightness, and again (leorgine
read.
This time the silvery voice from the mantle
announced three o'clock before the brown eyes
wandered from the page and this time
—
perhaps
the conscience was already less tender—the re-
treating figure did not cast such fearful looks
behind, nor did it depart in so great haste as on
the preceeding night.
Days passed, weeks passed, and what was an
adventure, an episode, became a custom. Every
afternoon found the Professor's daughter asleep in
her own dainty room. Every night saw her curled
up before the library fire or, when it grew warmer,
in a willow chair by the table, always reading—and
always reading such big books, such closely printed
books, such dry books—but Georgine did not find
them dry.
She went to bed at ten, as all good maidens
do, but she always awoke at one, as most good
maidens do
morning ani
o'clock breakfast with her father.
not. She slept again in the early
rose, usually, in time for the eight
(The Professor





So Georgine's friends did not miss the roses from
her cheeks, but they found new sparkles in her
laughing eyes and a new expression upon her coun-
tenance. They did not suspect, if they had, how
they would have exclaimed with horror and fore-
told dire results, such as broken-down health,
impaired eye-sight and a worn-out mind ; but
they did not know and they only said : " How well
Georgine is looking.
A year slipped away. It was a very happy year
to Georgine, but her father was growing weary
with his work. On the night of the 21st of Febru-
ary, he wrote long upon a lecture which must be
delivered the next morning, but his thoughts would
not flow. His mind was a blank—" I am tired,"
he said finally and he threw down his pen in de-
spair and went upstairs.
One o'clock came and so did Georgine. She
found the disordered manuscript upon the table. " I
shall arrange them for papa," said she, " and he
will think the Brownies have been to work in his
own cherished library." But as she handled the
papers she could not help glancing at the written
words, and as she glanced she could not help
reading.
" If I can read John Stuart Mill," she said to
herself, " I surely can read dear papa's lectures."
Which reasoning, though it may not have been
strictly logical was suiificiently so for Georgine's
purpose. She read the lecture.
" Why, he has not finished it," she exclaimed,.
" but I know what he is going to say."
There were some fresh, inviting sheets of paper
on the table ; there were pens ; there was ink
;
there were ideas, plenty of them, in Georgine's
head.
She could not help it. She finished the lecture..
Not as the Professor would have finished it, but as
a bright girl of twenty, the daughter of a Professor,
who had studied Economics in her own original
way for a year, and who had thought deeply and'
with interest upon the subject, would finish it. And
when the clock struck three she went upstairs and
left her work upon the table.
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Washington's Birthday dawned Ijright and clear.
After breakfast, Professor White went into his
library. Georgine stood by the dining-room win-
dow looking out upon the frosty lawn. She
trembled ; she wished, oh how she wished that she
had not let her impulse run away with her will ;
now her readings were ended.
—
" Georgine," the voice came from the library.
" Yes, papa."
She walked slowly out of the breakfast room,
down the hall, into the great, book-lined apartment.
Her father sat "before the table, the manuscript was
in his hands. He looked bewildered.
" Georgine, my daughter, what is this? "
" Father," faltered the blushing maiden, "father,
I cannot tell a lie. I did it with my little intellect."
Marx D. E. Laiiderhiirn, 'go.
FOREIGN LETTER.
We were interested in going over the school build-
ings, which are not however in themselves so interes-
ting as those at Winchester School, whose attractions
have already been so well presented to you. As we
went to the gymnasium, the rifle range, the swimming
tank, the cricket ground, the tives and racciuet courts,
we were impressed afresh with the manifold ways of
physical exercise thus provided for the boys, and we
felt a pang of envy and did not wonder so much at the
reason which was assigned by a Cambridge youth in
the course of a debate at the Union, for the high
stand which women have taken in the Tripos examina-
tions. " They ought to stand high in the Tripos
list," said this logical young man, " for their only
amusement is attending lectures." The boys whom
we met every where about the little town showed the
fruits of such training. There were no rounded shoul-
ders and pale faces, but their rosy cheeks, sturdy
limbs and bright honest faces made one feel that the
England of the future would have no lack of strong
hearts and strong hands, of " sound minds in sound
bodies." All the students, from the little lad in his
first term to the tall fellows who would soon be at
Oxford or Cambridge, wore the becoming Eton suit,
but instead of the " top hat" a plain white straw with
the house colors in ribbon around the crown. The
masters were distinguished by caps and gowns.
Our first sight of a school as a whole was at the
Chapel service on Sunday evening. At this service,
which was the usual one of the English Church e.xcept
that there were more hymns, a short address was
given by the Head Master. The boy choir was sur-
pliced, but the other members of the school wore their
ordinary dress. The custom prevails here, as at the
college, of having the older students read the lessons.
One, whose turn came this evening, was hardly as tall
as the lectern, yet he read with a clearness and free-
dom from embarassment which was remarkable. The
hymn-book used was a collection made purposely for
the school and included many world wide favorites
which it was a pleasure to see and hear again. And
how those boys did sing! Especially in the last hymn,
one written for the last Sunday of term. When they
came to the last stanza, when the hope was expressed
that those who were leaving might forget all the evil
and remember only the good which they had gained
there and that " those returning " might bring back
fresh resolves and fresh enthusiasm, the boys fairly
shouted. They make it a point always to make as
much noise as possible on this particular stanza.
Monday afternoon came the prize-giving in the
School room. The great occasion of the kind is at the
close of the year ; this was only for the term and there
were few outsiders present besides ourselves. We were
early and saw the boys come bounding into the room in
true boy fashion, the smaller ones making for the front
seats, while the fifth and sixth form, with the disdain
natural to those to whom all this was a time told tale,
sat back by the door, and a few " old boys" occupied
the gallery ; the master and the guests were on the
platform. The Head Master read the order of each
form beginning with the lowest, first the order by
term's marks and then by examination, ending with
the magic words " Promotit—and— ," and summoned
the one or more who had earned a prize to the plat-
form to receive from his hands a handsomely bound
volume. In spite of my deep-rooted disbelief in all
systems of prizes I found the excitement very conta-
gious, as the breathless silence which prevailed during
the reading of the list was followed by a hearty round
of applause for the fortunate winner.
In the evening came the school concert, when an
excellent program was offered consisting of selections
from Mendelssohn's Athalie and carols by the School
Musical Society, a glee by " the successful house
choir," one or two songs by old Sherbornians, violin
and piano solos and orchestral selections, all given by
boys past and present and some of the masters. The
latter helped with the bass and tenor in the chorus, and
constituted the chief part of the really good orchestra,
and this was only one example of the intimate connec-
tion existing between pupils and teachers, a connection
by no means confined to books and the school room,
but extending into all the diverse interests of school
life.
( To bi: Co}tlinu€d.)
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THE WEEK.
Rev Dr. Thomas, of Worce.ster, took as his text on
Sunda)', Feb. 16, Ps. 102:25-27; "Of old hast thou
laid the foundations of the earth : and the heavens are
the work of thy hands. They shall perish, but thou
shall endure, yea, all of them shall wax old like a gar-
ment ; as a vesture shalt thou change them, and they
shall be changed : but thou art the same, and thy
years shall have no end."
In the evening, after chapel, Vesper Services were
held and the following selections rendered
;
Resignation, ll'liitiiig
Gently, O Father, Handel
Romanza, arranged by Dunham, Pabst
As the Hart Panteth, Phelps
Larghetto, arranged by Best, from quintet Mozart
Calvary, Rodney
Offertoire for the Feast of Pentecost, Collin
On Saturday evening, Feb. 15, class elections were
the all-absorbing subject of thought and action for '93.
Her mind was well made up beforehand and she car-
ried the matter through in a tnily business-like fash-
ion, with promptness and unity of action. All of the
officers except the executive committee and factotums
were elected on Saturday night, and the rest on Mon-
day morning. The Sophomores sang encouragement
;
'94 sent flowers with her congratulations, and '90
and Phi Sigma sent greetings. '93 herself showed
her love and loyalty for her once chairman, now pres-
ident, in the gift of a bunch of roses. The following






















On Monday evening, Feb. 17, a long anticipated
desire of the students of literature was realized, in the
lecture delivered by Prof. Hodgkins, at the open
meeting of the Shakespeare Society, held in the col-
lege chapel. Miss Hodgkins' ai^pearance was greeted
by an animated salute of bright-hued waving handker-
chiefs, a practical trial of the proposed method of ap-
plause. The subject of the lecture was "The Claim
of Shakespeare on the Student of To-day." Prof.
Hodgkins began with a brief survey of the gifts of the
world's great jjoets. To Chaucer we go for out-door
life ; to Spenser and Milton for spiritual life ; to Burns
for conviviality; to Tennyson for "the light that
never was on sea or land;" Browning is our micro-
scope and telescope ; but Shakespeare gives us the
best thought on all things. Interesting allusion was
made to the myriad Shakespeare collections, and
multitudes of Shakespeare libraries, a literature as
vast as that which accompanies the Bible. Shake-
speare was not only an author himself, but the cause
that authors be in other men ; the lawyers also admit
him to the bar ; the doctors forgive him for saying
"Throw physic to the dogs;" and the theologians
accept him. Shakespeare was a wholesome counsel-
lor in everj'-day life, had correct notions of external
existence, and strongly approved of physical develop-
ment. He has few good words for the school-master,
though in Ophelia's description of Hamlet, he has
given evidence of his belief in a liberal education and
the highest culture, at the same time having unlimited .
contempt for the fast young man, whom he styles as
the possessor of "gambol faculties," "a weak mind in
a strong body." Had Shakespeare a prescience of a
day unborn? Of dress, he approves; "Apparel oft
proclaims the man;" of friendship he has given us
noble examples, but sagely advises us to "Love all,
trust a few, do wrong to none," and finally "Keep
thy friend under thine own heart's key;" of marriage
he says "Let reason rule as well as fancy:" "Let a
woman take an elder than herself;" and men's
"Fancies are sooner lost and won
Than women's are."
Turning to his treatment of nature, we find no sea-
son that he does not love ; he gives the calendar of
the round year. Chaucer's favorite month was May,
Shakespeare's is April. In "A Winter's Tale," Perdita
verily apologizes for the summer season.
"Here.s flowers for you ;
Hot lavendar, mints, savory, marjoram ;
These are flowers
Of middle summer, and I think, they are given
To men of middle age :
1 would I had some flowers o' the spring, that
might
-Become your time of day ; and yours, and yours."
Shakespeare uses Nature as a back-ground. His
deeds of darkness are always perpetrated in the "hid-
eous night," "swart-comple.xioned night," the "dead,
ghastly night." Some one has made the statement
that the idea of progress in dawn awaited the days of
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science for its discovery, but, long ago, we find that
Shakespeare observed this, and if we had studied our
Shakespeare well should not have waited for Ruskin
to give us sky-pictures. Shakespeare added to obser-
vation, analysis, to analysis, synthesis, to synthesis,
sumpathy. He was naturalist, philosopher, artist in
one. But it is the pattern of ourselves, rather than
our en\-ironment which most interests us, and in char-
acter study Shakespeare excels. When he describes
anything, w-e more than see it, we feel it. One of the
most interesting and original phases of Prof. Hodgkins'
lecture was her refutation of Ruskin"s statement that
"Shakespeare has no heroes; he has only heroines."
She presented Edgar as an illustration of ideal obedi-
ence
; iMercutio, ideal self-forgetfulness ; Antonio,
self-renunciation; Othello, ideal nobility. Homer
alone has given us perfect women. Shakespeare
knew she had the touch of the human. In Ruskin's
entire list of heroines none is flawless. Shakespeare's
full-length figures are unsurpassed. He gives us the
dude, full toilet, slender stock of ideas, who talks like
a waiting-woman ; the man of affectation who says,
"1 am Sir Oracle, and when I ope my lips let no dog
bark!" and the coward, who "If you do but look big
and spit at him, he would run." Not a face, not even
your own will fail you in the poet's cosmopolitan gal-
lery. Here we find the faults and weaknesses of
humanit)-, but no hatred or satire, always sympathy
towards man. In Shakespeare one does not find phil-
osophical, scientific, or aesthetic study, never art for
art's sake, but art for life's sake. Love is the fulfilling
of law. Virtue in Shakespeare never has the wing of
an angel ; vice never has the hoof of a fiend. Pleas-
ures that debase are costly to body and soul, but
pleasures also may be a just and right reward. In
Shakespeare we find a secular study of the temptation
yielded to by primal man. Laugh with Shakespeare
and know if you are pure or not. Rejoice with Shake-
speare and you rejoice with all good men and angels.
You rejoice over rescued souls. In Shakespeare, we
find the noblest treatment of noblest themes. Mas-
ter-leaders in song acknowledge his power. He is
the one supreme, though many angels are about him.
Homer, Dante and Shakespeare are the three Magi
who brought gifts at the Incarnation of Poetrv.
0.\ Friday evening, Feb. 14, in the Chapel, Mrs.
Marion Pelton Guild, of Boston, read a paper before
the pupils of the Philosophy department. The sub-
ject of the jiaper was "Ideals." Mrs. Guild said that
perhaps few subjects had been treated more loosely
than that of ideals. As definitions enable us to sys-
tematize our thoughts, we should make clear at the
beginning what is meant by idealism. An ideal is a
mental image of anything in its perfection. Follow-
ing this definition, can we find anyone who does not
cherish some mental image of perfection? But it
would seem that people who have no definite aim
have no ideals. And yet even those who seek plea.s-
ure have an ideal which is happiness. The practical
question is, what shall be my ideals? This question
brought with atmosphere of highest thouglit can have
but one answer. The final ideal exists in God. We
may be uncertain of God's ideal of beauty, but since
we have the record of the life of Jesus Christ we can-
not be uncertain of God's ideal of a noble life. Mrs.
Guild then spoke of the influence of College on our
lives. College teaches not to seek definite facts, but
the hidden treasures under those facts. Two things
rem'ain to us from oiu' College lives, our friendships
and our ideals. After the friendships, and of more
importance, come the ideals. College life is a stimu-
lus to these. The coiu'se of study teaches us not
merely to amass facts, but to seek for the thought be-
hind the facts. Our study of Greek or Botany has
done little for us if it has taught us nothing beyond
the facts of the language or science. Our study of
Literature should teach us some definite law or princi-
ple of life. To learn Browning's ideal of hope, and
George Eliot's ideal of duty, or man's relation to
nature, as we do in the study of Wordsworth, is of
infinitely more importance than the bare facts of Eng-
lish Literature. Here Mrs. Guild touched upon light
reading. Not that the wrong lies in the light reading,
but as youth is the time to form our estimates of life,
is it not better to have our ideals formed by such
characters as the bishop in "Les Miserables," than by
such as we read of in the "The Duchess?" The
counsel of great minds creates a high mental and
moral atmosphere. Mrs. Guild then spoke of the
ideal of family life which is simplicity. When man
has adopted the ideal of human brotherhood, the
questions of strikes and revolutions will be solved.
The lecture was concluded by a beautiful picture of
Mr. Durant's ideal for Wellesley. His aim was that
Christ, the one great idealist, should be first. Our
lives are incomplete without him. "As the branch
cannot bear fruit of itself e.\cept it abide in the vine,
no more can ye e.xcept ye abide in me."
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Miss Harriet Peak, '84, is visiting in Washington.
Mrs. Minnie Rees Cheney, '86, is at the east with
her husband.
Mrs. Flora Hadley Little, student at Wellesley, '80-
'81, has removed from Canton, Mass., to Lawrence,
Kansas.
Miss Sallie Betts, student at Wellesley, '8o-'8i, is
teaching in a school for physical culture at Norfolk,
Virginia.
Mrs. Harriet Emerson Hinchliffe, '82, is spending
the week at Wellesley with her sister. Miss Dora
Emerson.
An unfortunate typographical error occurred in the
name of Miss Mary DeVeny in the Auld Acquaintance
of Feb. 8.
The following notice from the Boston Herald is of
interest to Wellesley readers. Miss White was a stu-
dent at Wellesley in '85-'86, and has been for four
years the teacher of vocal music at Dana Hall.
A most enjoyable concert was given at Chickering
Hall, Monday evening, Feb. 17, by a trio of artists
who, judged by their successes of this occasion, can
hardly fail to take greater prominence in future events
of this class than they have in the past. The artists
of the evening were Miss Harriet Shaw, harpist ; Miss
Priscilla White, soprano; and Miss Mary E. Obrion,
pianist, each of whom had a most friendly welcome
from the audience, which completely filled the hall and
showed a keen appreciation of the merits of the several
performers. Miss White, the singer of the evening,
was heard in the brilHant "Shadow Song," "Ombra
Leggiera" from "Dinorah," the familiar recitative and
aria from Spohr's "Jessonda'" and Bishop's "Bid Me
Discourse," as well as other encore numbers. She
has a very musical voice of unusual purity in the qual-
ity of its tones, and well suited to give pleasure in the
lighter class of compositions, such as ballads, etc.
She is a singer who gives rare satisfaction in her
work and her personal graces most happily supplement
her musical abilities. The florid music of the Meyer-
beer number was given with admirable ease and facil-
ity. The classical measures of the Spohr selection
were sung with much artistic finish as regarded the
delivery and phrasing, and Bishop's simple, melodi-
ous ballad was heard with rare pleasure. Miss White
quite won the audience by her singing, and was re-
peatedly recalled to acknowledge the Kpplause, which
her numbers called out. Miss Harriet Shaw, the
harpist, added a most delightful element to the musical
interests of the occasion, her playing of selections by
Bach, Parish, Alvars and Aptommas giving great
pleasure. She has a remarkably firm, clear touch,
plays with fine expression, and commands the tech-
nique of her instrument with great skill. Miss Obrion
fairly shared in the evening's honors in solos and
accompaniments.
Mrs. Walworth sent a check of fifty dollars to the
Monroe Fund.
The few choice spirits known as '94's invaded the
old Art Gallery, Saturday evening, Feb. 15. The
section of the large hall set apart by screens to ac-
commodate the twenty sub-Freshmen was very artis-
tically furnished and presented a cozy and homelike
appearance. Our old friend, the Nymph of the Ocean,
could hardly be recognized for she had joined the
mortals for the evening and had donned a walking
costume. The refreshment alcove contained a very
inviting table and the viands were pronounced very
satisfactory. With the refreshments were presented
the souvenir plates daintily painted by a promising art
student of the class and portraying symbolically the
wisdom, musical talent and artistic skill of '94.
Charades formed quite a feature of the evening's en-
tertainment and showed considerable dramatic talent.
The Junior Promenade was taken off as well as it could
be by those who had never seen it. Reports of the
'93 meeting were eagerly received and a delegate was
sent to present the newly-elected president with the
congratulations of '94 accompanied by a beautiful
bunch of daffodils and ferns. The evening closed
with singing and dancing, and the first social was
voted a decided success.
On Monday, Feb. 17, Freeman Cottage was in a
state of festivity. The cheery parlors seemed even
pleasanter than usual and several of the first-floor
rooms had been thrown open. The effectual cause of
this was nothing more or less than a play. The
favored guests found the dining-room darkened and
looking decidedly dramatic. The entertainment opened
with banjo selections : then came the play which had
the suggestive or non-suggestive title of "The Rice
Pudding." It was a farce in two acts. The parts
were well taken as indeed they should have been
judging from the e.xperience of the actors. The audi-
ence felt inward qualms at Marion's puddings, at Ellen
O'Shaughnessy's impertinence and at the remarkable
ease of manner possessed by Dr. Thwaite. But these
no doubt were the proper sensations and the per-
formers should be congratulated on their skill in bring-
ing them about. The songs between the acts by
Miss Blood and Miss Williams must not be forgotten
as they formed an agreeable interlude. Altogether
the afternoon was a charming one and everyone went
away filled with a refreshing spirit of merriment, a
good beginning for a week of labor.
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INTER-COLLEQIATE NEWS. OUR OUTLOOK.
Cornell has twenty-two fraternities.
Professor Joseph G. Fox, professor of civil engi-
neering at Lafayette, died December 27.
Archdeacon Farrar says that the engineering in-
struction in England is twenty-five years behind that
of this country.
Co-education is evidently a success at the Univer-
sity of Michigan. The Senior class in choosing their
class day officers, elected a iVIiss Harrat poetess.
The second term of the Nashville (Tenn.) College
for yoang ladies opened Jan. "20, with an enrollment
of 340 pupils, the largest number in the history of the
institution.
The Occident, of the University of California, reports
the first foot-ball game of the season as playad on Jan-
uary II, and base-ball is now at its height in that
Western paradise. Wouldn't, it be a good scheme for
Eastern Colleges to send their base-ball teams to Cali-
fornia for winter training.
—
Ex.
The Bishop of Richmond recently preached a sermon
on foot-ball to a specially invited congregation of over
one thousand people, at St. James' Church, Bedford,
England. He praised the game and claimed that his
foot-ball experience seemed to be to him a very valua-
ble part of his education. Priiiceloman.
The Wolf collection, consisting ofover four thousand
etchings and engravings, was opened to the public
about two weeks ago. There is also a very fine collec-
tion of Chinese relics, which was presented by Mrs. E.
Adams Hill. Among these are very many very delicate
carvings in ivory, also a Buddhist deity, which was taken
from a temple in China, where it had been over a hun-
dred years.
A discovery has recently been made at Rutgers
College, of a pamphlet, yellow with age, entitled "The
Laws of Queen's College in New Jersey," the name
under which Rutgers was incorporated in 1770. In one
chapter, students are forbidden to disguise themselves
for the purpose of imposition or amusement, to attend
any dancing school or assembly, or to act a part, or to
be present at the acting of any tragedy or comedy, and
they are given long rules as to the amount of respect
to be shown to the President and Professors, before
whom they were to uncover their heads on pain of





Dr. Amelia B. Edwards recently lectured at Mt.
Holyoke College, and was made an honorary member
of the class of '91
.
Rosa Bonheur is sixty-seven. She says she still has
work enough in her mind to fill two lifetimes. She sold
her latest picture for more than $10,000.
The Archaeological Institute that purposes to explore
and excavate the site of ancient Delphi, has associated
with the names of the most distinguished historians
and scholars among men, Julia Ward Howe, Elizabeth
C. Agassiz, and Alice Freeman Palmer.
Miss Amy Fowler, daughter of a noted divine of the
Church of England, has left her home to devote her
life to the leper outcasts of Molokia, the island where
Father Damien lived and died. Miss Fowler, or Sister
Rose Gertrude of the Catholic sisterhood of St. Dom-
inic, as she will henceforth be called, studied medicine
in Paris for several years, and was at Pasteur's Institute.
She will have charge of all the leper hospitals, and will
introduce new methods of treatment.
Miss Mary Garrett, the daughter of the late John W.
Garrett of the Baltimore & Ohio, is one of the busiest
women in Baltimore. Her tastes are decidedly literary
and her aims educational. She is one of the committee
of the Bryn Mawr Preparatory School, and has given
the most practical evidence of her interest therein, by
presenting it with a fine new school building. The
educational standard of this Bryn Mawr Preparatory
School is very high. The prescribed course has been
arranged to include the highest requirements for en-
trance to any college. The final examinations admit the
graduate to Bryn Mawr College ; the yearly examination
papers are tested by the Johns Hopkins professors.
Most of the teachers have passed the same examinations
the men do at Oxford, and are entitled to the degree
which is still withheld from women.
" Three petitions went to the Massachusetts Legis-
lature on Feb. 5, which will be read with curiosity a
hundred years hence. One petition asked that a mother
may have the same right to her child as the father has,
and that neither parent shall have a right to dispose of
the custody or to apprentice the child without the con-
sent of the other. Another petition asked for an
amendment of the law of contracts between husband
and wife, so that if either borrows money of the other
and gives a note or promise to pay, the note or promise
shall be valid as it would be if given to any other person
.
The third petition asked for a law that will allow a
widow to live more than forty days in the house of her
deceased husband without paying rent. All this is in
Massachusetts. Now that we have ceased to hang
witches it would seem that we might cease to torment
mothers, wives and widows."
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THE HEART.
(From the German of Niimann.)
OUR EXCHANGES.
Two chambers has the heart,
Where dwell
Sorrow and joy, apart.
Does joy awake in one
—
Then sleeps
Sorrow, in hers, alone.
O blessed joy, forbear
!
Speak low,
Lest thou awaken care !
SEPARATION.
Sa-ibner's Magazine, June, 1887.
Along the Eastern shore the low waves creep.
Making a ceaseless music on the sand,
—
A song that gulls and curlews understand,
The lullaby that sings the day to sleep.
A thousand miles afar, the grim pines keep
Unending watch upon a shoreless land.
Yet through their tops, swept by some wizard hand.
The sound of surf comes singing up the steep.
Sweet, thou canst hear the tidal litany;
I, 'mid the pines land-wearied, may but dream
Of the far shore ; but though the distance seem
Between us fixed, impassible, to me
Cometh thy soul's voice, chanting love's old theme,






a. In you so many things I find,
To stir the heart and please the mind.
b. In you I've found such friendliness,
In times of joy or of distress.
That—
II. Effects.
a. I'm fain to worship at thy shrine,




In words sincere and warm and true,
My love 1 now declare to you,
II. {Desired) Result.
And beg that to me you'll incline,
And be, ah ! be my Valentine
;
ON THE DOWN GRADE.
Iq discussing the grade of Columbia College
(To which each of them is, without doubt, a foe)
The Harvard man says, with a great air of knowledge,




Yale.—Mr. John Harvard (languidly)—Aw, really
Miss Trueblue, I cawn't remember having been at New
Haven since the last time we came down there and
bt-'at Yale at baseball or something like that.
Miss Trueblue (in surprise)—Why, I did'nt think




The Wellesley girls asy.
As at vespers they pray :
"Help us good fnaids to be :
Give us patience to wait
Till some subsequent date
;
World without men,—ah me !"
-Brunonian.
APPLIED .MATHAMATICS :
"My daughter," and his voice was stern
;
"You mast set this matter right
;
What time did that Sophomore leave the house,
Who sent in his card last night?"
"His work was pressing, father dear.
And his love for it is great.
He took his leave and went his way.
Before a quarter of eight."
Then, a twinkle came in her bright blue eye,
And her dimple deeper grew.
"'Tis surely no sin to tell him that,
,
For a quarter of eight is two.."
PHILOPENA.
They ate a philopena.
Yes and No she must not say.
And he must not take anything
From her the livelong day.
They strolled into the garden
The moon was shining so,
He could not help but ask her,
'
' Wilt be mine ? O, don't say No !"
"I can't say Yes," she answered,
"Nor yet can I say No
;
But thine I'll be. Dost take me?
Philopena ! Let me go !
-Life.
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TO A SPIDER WEB.
I would I were a spider
;
My web I'd then make wider
Than the limits of the ever restless sea.
Each strand should then be longer,
Each silken thread be stronger
Than mighty ocean cable, to catch my lady free.
If once within my bower,
Don't think that I'd devour
That little one who is so dear to me
;
I'd just sit down beside her.
Like a very loving spider,
And evermore be faithful, throughout eternity.
— Brunoniati.
BOOK REVIEWS.
Tlie I^i/d of Harriet Bfccher Stowe. Co?npiUd from her
Letters andJorrnals. By her son^ Rez'. Chas. E. Stffwe^ Bos-
tun: Houghton, Mifflin &' Co. Cloth $J.J0; half morrocco
$4.So: levant §5.50. This biography is made up largely
of letters and extracts from Mrs. Stowe's journal, ar-
ranged to form a connected story. The preface, writ-
ten by Mrs. Stowe last September, is reproduced in
fac-simile. The record of her childhood is all too
short, but most interesting. She read books from her
father's library, listened to theological discussions,
and when twelve years old wrote a remarkable com-
position which is given entire. The book is substan-
tially an autobiography and her son's good taste seems
to have forced him to withhold much of praise that
another might have written of this wonderful child and
woman. After her marriage the wearv struggle with
poverty, care and ill health is a sad story. The suc-
cess of (Jpde Touts Cabip lifts the burden of poverty
Her reception in Europe, her fame, letters from dis-
tinguished persons at home and abroad, her quiet liie
in Florida, the celebration of her seventieth birthday
and other events in her long life make an entertaining
volume. Besides several fine wood-cuts the book con-
tains eight steel engravings, one of the finest being the
portrait ot Mrs. Stowe's grandmother from s painting
on ivory done by Mrs. Stow's mother. The paper and
type are excellent. The book is sold only by sub-
scription. For further information see advertisement
on another page of this issue.
The State and Federal Government of the United S.ates. A
Brief Manual for Schools and Colleges. By Woodrojt Wil-
son, Bosto?i : D. C. Heath ffi Co., j6 cenes. This handy
little volume is simply one chapter
—
perhaps the most
important of the author's recent work entitled " The
State." It seems well adapted for use as a manual,
concise but clear, well arranged, and containing the
latest developments in the treatment of itnstitutional
questions. In a book of so small compass much is
necessarily omitted, but the essentials are here, and
are presented in that clear, forcible style which char-
acterizes all of Dr. Wilson's work More than half of
the whole book is devoted to the consideration of our
State government and organization, a subject which
only of late is receiving adequate attention. Dr. Wil-
son brings out very clearly the important features of
the State system, local and central. He calls attention
also to certain modern tendencies ; the increasing
strength of the delegate idea, the disappearance of all
distinction between contributions and ordinary legis-
lation with regard to subject. The value of the book
is increased by the care shown in the arrangement.
Heads are clearly given and there is a full topical out-
line and an
Easter Booklets. Boston; D. Lothrop Company. We
have just received four of the beautiful new Easter
Booklets ^\i!o\\A\(ta.\i^ this company, ''Not Knotuipg
Sdpshide'^ hy Kathrarine Lee Bates. "The King f
Love My The?ikern Ls\ by Sir Henry M. Baker, and
" Abide ivith Me" by Henry Francis Lyte. We are
sure that in the coming Easter season, many will de-
sire one or more of these little books. The bright
hopeful words, some familiar and some new. their
dainty card coverings, will be found most acceptable
Easter offerings. "6" slii «" and "Abide With Me"
are especially worthy of commendation. The books
may be seen at any time in room 81.
NEW BOOKS IN THE COLLEGE LIBRARY.
History of Political Economy. By John Kells In-
gram.
Lectures on L7idustrial Rovoliition of \Zth Centnry
in England. By Arnold Toynbee.
Labour Laws. By James Edward Davis.
Germa?i Socialism and Eerdittand Lassalle. By
William Harbutt Dawson.
Historic Basis of Socialism in England. By H. M.
Hyndman.
Socialism of To-day. By Emile de Lareleye. Trans-
lated by Orpen.
Handbook of Political History of E/igland. By
Acland Arthur H. Dyke, and Cyril Ransome.
Brief History of the Times. By Roger L'Estrange.
Travels in Erance, i/Sy-'Sg. By Arthur Young.
Poland. Karl Bernhard Moltke,Graf von Hellmuth.
History of the Parsis. By Dosabhai Framji Karaka.




IMPORTER AND DEALER IN
FRENCH^- €MILLINARY.
K SPECIHL OFFER.
7^/ie Wellesley Prelude will be sent to you foi' the I'e-
mainder of the College year, for $1.35. This is the only
paper published at Wellesley College, and contains a complete
record of Wellesley life. It has "Auld Acquaintance"
news, edited by Miss Edith S. Tufts, '84,—a special feature
for the Aluinnae of the College. Published each week in
magazine form, suitable for binding.
If you desire a complete file of the College 3'ear, send
$2.00 and all of the back numbers will be sent you.





We have a limited number of copies of "Souvenir of
Wellesley," elegantly bound in Fancy Card-board and tied
with ribbon, which we v^'ill send you on receipt of Fifty
Cents. Former price $1.00.
A few bound in Cloth and Gold for Seventy-five
Cents.
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